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Abstract—Webpage recommendations for hot web events can
assist people to easily follow the evolution of these web events. At
the same time, there are different levels of semantic uncertainty
underlying the amount of webpages for a web event, such as
recapitulative information and detailed information. Apparently,
the grasp of the semantic uncertainty of web events could improve
the satisfactoriness of webpage recommendations. However, traditional hit-rate-based or clustering-based webpage recommendation methods have overlooked these different levels of semantic
uncertainty. In this paper, we propose a framework to identify
the different underlying levels of semantic uncertainty in terms of
web events, and then utilize these for webpage recommendations.
Our idea is to consider a web event as a ‘system’ composed of
different keywords, and the uncertainty of this keyword system
is related to the uncertainty of the particular web event. Based
on Keyword Association Linked Network (KALN) web event
representation and Shannon Entropy, we identify the different
levels of semantic uncertainty, and construct a semantic pyramid
to express the uncertainty hierarchy of a web event. Finally,
a semantic pyramid-based webpage recommendation system
is developed. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm
can significantly capture the different levels of the semantic
uncertainties of web events and it can be used for webpage
recommendations.
Index Terms—web mining, web event, social event, uncertainty
analysis, webpage recommendation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Web event could be a hot story or a social activity
which attracts broad attention on the web and there
could be an extraordinary number of webpages covering this
web event. For example, the Libya War (in 2011) is a web
event with thousands of webpages, blogs and posts. The large
scale of webpages makes it impossible for users to grasp
the evolution of a web event through manually surfing these
webpages. Current researches on web events mainly focus
on detecting them from the amount of webpages [1]–[5]
and do the automatic summarization by selecting appropriate
sentences [6]–[8]. In this paper, we focus on the uncertainty
analysis of the web events and its application to webpage
recommendations.
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Uncertainty is a big concept which is used to encompass many sub-concepts [9], [10]. According to different
sources, uncertainty is categorized as: epistemic uncertainty
[11], linguistic uncertainty [12], decision uncertainty [13] and
variability uncertainty [14]. Of these, variability uncertainty
refers to the diversity or heterogeneity of knowledge [10].
Uncertainty analysis is first defined as a process to quantify
the uncertainty of a risk estimate and estimate the effect of
this uncertainty on the outcomes [9], [10]. In the literature,
there are many methods proposed for uncertainty analysis. For
example, analytical methods include Delta method [15] and
Point Estimation Method [16]; probabilistic methods include
Monte Carlo simulation [17] and probability bounds/boxes
[18]; graphical methods include Bayesian networks [19] and
Loop Analysis [20]; and fuzzy methods include Fuzzy set [21]
and Fuzzy cognitive maps [22]. To the best of our knowledge,
there have not been any works proposed for the uncertainty
analysis of web events.
A web event also has its semantic uncertainty. As shown in
Fig. 1, a web event can be considered as a system composed
of different keywords, and this keyword system, like other
systems, has its own uncertainty. In this paper, the uncertainty
of the keyword system is seen as the uncertainty (a kind of
variability uncertainty) of this web event. This uncertainty is
the measurement of the states of keyword systems which is
the relative weights of different subtopics of a web event.
For example, on Mar. 20, 2011, the web event Libya War
has two subtopics: Chinese stock market and Military attack.
If they have similar weights in this web event, which may
be expressed by the same number of webpages or same
number of people, this web event is not certain; If they have
different weights in this web event, which may be expressed
by the different number of webpages or different number of
people concerning them, this web event is more certain then
the former case. Since this uncertainty is a measure of the
keyword system of a web event and keywords are the basic
semantic atoms of a web event, it can also be called a semantic
uncertainty. Note that the web event can be seen as a topic, like
Libya War, and this web event/topic may have some subtopics.
Although there are many works on webpage recommendations, the semantic uncertainty of web events is seldom considered. The literature of webpage recommendations
can be roughly classified into two categories: non-contentbased methods and content-based methods. For non-contentbased methods, the rating-based recommendations rely on the
webpage-user ratings [23] that come from the user feedback.
However, it is impractical to collect the feedback for webpages
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Fig. 1: An example keyword system of the web event ‘News International phone hacking scandal’. The content/semantic of this web
event is determined by this keyword system, and its evolving trend
is related to the states of this system.

of web events. Other methods, such as association rules [24]
and Markov models [25], focus on capturing the sequential
relations from the scanning/session history. These non-contentbased methods do not consider the content of webpages.
For the content-based methods, the texts of webpages are
represented as vectors by VSM [26]. The recommendation
is based on the matching between the user profiles and the
webpages. Some other clustering-based methods [27] and
ontology-enhanced methods [28] are used to improve performance. The problem is that ontology is difficult to construct
from the dramatically evolving web events and the clustering
is not enough. Therefore, it would be better to incorporate
more analysis of the contents of web events.
The uncertainty analysis for a web event can assist websites
to recommend appropriate webpages of web events to their
visitors. Through the uncertainty analysis of the keyword
system of a web event, we can unveil which part of the
contents of a web event are active and attractive. For example,
as mentioned above, there are about 7000 webpages covering
the Libya War in a simplified Chinese web environment in
one day. In order to know what this event, it is difficult and
impractical for a user to read all of these webpages. There
are two kinds of information in these webpages. 1) One is
the certain part information, which will not change drastically
with the evolution of a web event and can serve to provide
the main content of the web event. For example, Libya, antigovernment, armed conflict will exist in webpages most of
time. 2) The other is the uncertain part information, which will
markedly change with the evolution of a web event and will
provide more details about the web event. For example, stock
and economy only exist in webpages for a limited amount
of time. For the past web events, we can easily distinguish

Fig. 2: The proposed method and framework of this paper. At first,
the original webpages about a web event are collected, which may
come from different sources, e.g. China Daily, BBC and Google news.
Secondly, a flat KALN is constructed as the computational model for
preserving the semantics of this web event. Then, a semantic pyramid
is constructed for the uncertainty analysis. Finally, according to the
mapping relations between webpages and keywords, the webpages
with different uncertainties are recommended to the users.

certain and uncertain information through statistics. But, for a
currently ongoing web event, we can only predict it by current
data alone, especially in the initial stage. Thus, we need to
do the uncertainty analysis for the web events based on their
content. The current problem is how to define and perform
the uncertainty analysis for web events, and how to apply this
uncertainty analysis to the webpage recommendations for web
events.
In this paper, we propose a method which can automatically
analyze the semantic uncertainty of web events and the whole
framework for this is shown in Fig. 2. The ultimate goal is
to distinguish the different levels of the semantic uncertainties
of keywords in a web event, which can help to recommend
appropriate webpages to users. In order to achieve this goal,
three important sub-questions need to be addressed: 1) How
to semantically represent a web event at each time stamp with
the webpages in hand? 2) How to correctly distinguish the
levels of a web event with different semantic uncertainty at a
given time? 3) How to utilize different level of uncertainties of
a web event to recommend appropriate webpages? This paper
answers these sub-questions by the proposed three steps shown
in Fig. 2. In Step 1, a web event is represented by a Keyword
Association Link Network (KALN) to preserve the semantics
of a web event at a given time. This lays the foundation
for further semantic uncertainty analysis. In Step 2, based
on Shannon Entropy, an algorithm is proposed to identify the
hierarchical uncertainty of the KALN, and then construct a semantic pyramid to express the hierarchical uncertainty of web
events. Here, the keyword semantic uncertainty of a web event
is measured by its weights distribution via Shannon Entropy.
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This keyword weight distribution is defined to reflect not only
the statistical property of keywords but also the local or global
network structures of KALN. According to the properties of
the different level of semantic uncertainties of a web event, a
semantic pyramid is constructed to incorporate different levels
of uncertainty semantics. In this semantic pyramid, the higher
level has lower uncertainty semantics and the lower level
has higher uncertainty semantics. In Step 3, each webpage
of a web event can be attached to the constructed semantic
pyramid through its keywords that have already been attached
on the semantic pyramid. By the appropriate ranking strategies
considering the keywords’ positions in the semantic pyramid,
the appropriate webpages can be selected to furnish the former
proposed three categories requirements. This recommendation
is based on the content of webpages not other information, like
distinctive menu items and navigation indicators [26], [29].
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1) The keyword association link network (KALN) has been
mined and is considered as a new semantic representation
to capture the semantic uncertainty of a web event at a
given time;
2) Three strategies are proposed to define the weights of
keywords in a KALN at a given time by considering
three properties, i.e., document frequency, local network
structure and global network structure;
3) The semantic uncertainties of a web event/KALN and all
keywords are measured by utilizing Shannon entropy on
the keyword weight distribution;
4) Based on the uncertainty of each keyword, the semantic
pyramid has been constructed to express the different level semantic uncertainties of a web event. Three webpage
ranking methods are proposed to recommend webpages
by the constructed semantic pyramid.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we do Step 1 in Fig. 2 which is to mine and analyze
the flat KALN. The following two sections are designed
for Step 2 in Fig. 2. Section III discusses three strategies
to measure the impact of event keywords to the semantic
uncertainty of a web event, and Section IV analyzes the
hierarchical semantic uncertainty of a web event and constructs
the semantic pyramid. Step 3 in Fig. 2 focuses on how to
utilize the constructed the semantic pyramid to recommend
webpages and this is shown in Section V. Section VI shows
the experimental results and Section VII concludes this study.
II. F LAT KALN M INING AND U NCERTAINTY M EASURING
In this section, we will introduce Step 1 in Fig. 2 in detail,
where a basic flat keyword network representation for the
web events is proposed and constructed. Suppose we have
a collection of webpages about a web event, e, which could
come from news websites, blogs or forums. In this paper, this
web event at a given time, t, is represented as,
Definition 1 (Keyword Association Link Network, KALN ):
A Keyword Association Link Network, Ω, which is composed
of the keywords (as nodes) and their association relations (as

links) between keywords, is defined as,
e
e
KALNte = {Sk,t
, Sr,t
}

(1)

e
e
where Sk,t
is the keyword set of web event, e, and Sr,t
is the
association relation set of keywords at time, t, which are both
extracted from the webpages of this event at time t.
1) KALN Construction: Given a collection of webpages
about an event at a given time, t, by utilizing existing keyword
extraction algorithms (i.e., Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency [30], tf-idf), we can get the nodes (keywords)
of KALN from this data set. Once the nodes are fixed, the
next step is to link these nodes by extracting the association
rules between them. There are many state-of-the-art works
on this subject. Since they are not the main concern of this
paper, we will just select the Apriori algorithm [31] to get
the association rules from the webpages. Finally, we connect
keywords together by association rules to form the KALN.
Association rule/relation mining is a basic task of data
mining and text mining. In Apriori algorithm [31], there are
two weights given to each associated relation, like ‘nuclear
− > radiation’, including support and confidence. Support is
defined as,
Wnuclear S raditaion
(2)
support =
Wall
where Wnuclear S raditaion is the number of webpages containing words nuclear and radiation and Wall is the number
of all webpages. With these association rules/relations, we can
link the keywords together to from KALN.
Apparently, the more precise the keywords and the association rule extraction algorithms are, the better the event is
described, and the KALN can express more about the real
semantic uncertainty of an event.
Before the uncertainty analysis of web events, it is necessary
to have a deep understanding of their representation KALN.
A KALN is an expression of an event’s semantics at a given
time, which is composed of the keywords and association
relations between them. Some other models or methods choose
the distribution of keywords in the webpages to represent web
events. In fact, not only the keywords but also their association
relations should be considered in describing an event, because
they are both basic semantic elements of an event and they
almost play the same role on the semantic expression of web
events. The reason why we call the constructed KALN as flat
KALN is because we do not identify the uncertainty hierarchy
in this section.
With the above definition in hand, we can consider the
evolution of a web event as the variations of the KALN.
Meanwhile, the semantics with different uncertainty hidden
in these webpages can preserve more than the model which
only considers keywords, because the association relations of
keywords are considered here. Finally, the different level semantic uncertainty of KALN at a given time can be identified.
2) Using Entropy as A Frame to Measure the Uncertainty of
KALN: The Entropy has been used to measure the uncertainty
of a system. Here, we consider KALN as a system composed
of keywords with different properties. Actually, a keyword in
KALN has many different properties, such as Term Frequency
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(TF), Document Frequency (DF) and Node Degree (ND).
It should be noted that the association relations between
keywords (i.e., network structure) can also be reflected by
properties of keywords through the structure of a KALN.
For example, the Node Degree (ND) can reflect the network
structure of KALN. We combine the different properties (i.e.,
TF, DF and ND) of keywords together to generate a new
property for reflecting all the properties simultaneously. This
combined property is defined as,
Definition 2 (Keyword Weight, I): The Keyword Weight of
a keyword in a web event is an integrated expression of the
status of this keyword in this web event through combining
its different properties.
So, if we select or combine different properties as the
Keyword Weight of keywords to rank the keywords, the
KALN’s semantic uncertainty, namely web event semantic
uncertainty, will be different. How to obtain the Keyword
Weight, I, through the different properties of keywords will
be discussed in the next section.
In a KALN, there are plenty of keywords with different
abilities in terms of describing an event. For example, in
the event ‘Japan earthquake’, the word ‘earthquake’ exists
from the beginning to the end. By contrast, the word ‘rescue’
only exists for a period of time. How to identify the different
abilities of these keywords based on their Keyword Weight
values and then to measure the semantic uncertainty of a web
event? Here, we introduce the entropy of KALN,
Definition 3 (Keyword Distribution Entropy, HKALN ): The
keyword distribution entropy is the measurement of semantic
uncertainty of KALN, which can be computed by,
N (KALN )

HKALN = −

X
j=1

pj · log pj , pj = Ij /

X

Ik

k∈S(KALN )

(3)
where HKALN is the entropy value of KALN, N (KALN ) is
the keyword number of KALN, S(KALN ) is the keyword set
of KALN, Ij is Keyword Weight value of keyword j in the
whole KALN and pj is the proportion of keyword j’s weight
to the sum of all keywords in the KALN. If the number of
keywords, N (KALN ), is fixed, the value scope of HKALN
is (0, log N ].
From this definition, we can see that the Keyword Distribution Entropy is based on the famous Shannon Entropy. To be
specific, its evaluation in Eq. 3 follows the form of Shannon
Entropy, but the pj is defined as the weight of keyword j. The
computation of weights of keywords, Ij , will be discussed in
Section 4. More discussion about Eq. (3) can be found in [32].
III. T HREE STRATEGIES TO OBTAIN THE K EYWORD
W EIGHT
As discussed in the previous section, the semantic uncertainty of web events is defined by the keyword distribution
entropy, which is determined by the values of the keywords’
weights. Apparently, different Keyword Weight computation
strategies will lead to different keyword distributions and then
lead to different keyword distribution entropies. In this section,
three different strategies, which have taken various properties

Fig. 3: Schematic figure of the ratio of Document Frequency of
keywords in order to express the semantic uncertainty of a web event.
Two graphs/KALNs in this figure represent two statuses of a web
event. Each circle in the graph represents a keyword in a KALN,
and the circle size denotes the value of DF of a keyword. The right
KALN (b) is more certain than the left one (a), and the semantics
of the right web event are more certain than left one, because it has
a dominant keyword (K1) which has a great impact relative to the
others in the left KALN.

of keywords into consideration, are designed to compute the
weights of keywords. This section is for Step 2 in Fig. 2,
where the hierarchy of the keywords is identified in order to
consider the properties of keywords.
A. Strategy One: Document Frequency
The basic property of keywords is the Document Frequency
(DF), which means the frequency of a keyword as shown in
a document set. DF reflects the keyword’s volume. It is easy
to understand that the more frequently this keyword is used to
cover a web event, the more important this keyword is relative
to this web event, as shown in Fig. 3. The computation of the
weight of keyword j can be simply defined by,
X
Ij = αj /
αi
(4)
i∈S(KALN )

where αj is the Document Frequency of keyword j and
P
i∈S(KALN ) αi is the summation of document frequencies
of all keywords in a KALN.
For example, the DF of keyword ‘earthquake’ is bigger than
keyword ‘evacuate’ in the web event ‘Japan earthquake’. The
‘earthquake’ will impact more on the semantic uncertainty of
web event ‘Japan Earthquake’ than ‘evacuate’.
B. Strategy Two: Document Frequency & Node Degree
The property ‘DF’ only considers the volume of a keyword.
However, a keyword in KALN has not only the node weight,
but it also has the structural property. The structure of KALN
reflects the structure of knowledge of a web event at a
given time, which is as important as the DF property. In
the structural perspective, different keywords have different
weights according to their structural property in a KALN.
Here, the Node Degree (ND)1 is adopted to measure the
structural property of keywords by,
!
1
αj
βj
P
Ij =
+P
(5)
2
i∈S(KALN ) αi
i∈S(KALN ) βi
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degree

(graph theory)
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Algorithm 1 Computation of a keyword’s PLC

Fig. 4: Schematic figure of the function of Node Degree (ND)
in order to express the semantic uncertainty of web events. Two
networks/KALNs in this figure represent two statuses of a web event.
Each circle in the graph represents a keyword in a KALN. The left
one is more certain than the right one and the semantics of the left
web event are more certain, because it has a dominant keyword (K1)
which has a bigger Degree (ND) than the others but all the keyword
Degrees (ND) in the right KALN are equal.

where βi
P

is the Node Degree of keyword j and
i∈S(KALN ) βi is the summation of Node Degree of all the
keywords.
In order to use the Eq. (3), the formula of Eq.P(5) is designed
to make sure that pj is a probability (pj > 0, pj = 1). The
DF and the ND are simply set to have same status in the
Equation.
In order to thoroughly understand the ND of a keyword, we
discus it in detail next. At first, the reason why we choose the
Degree is that it is a simple and fundamental parameter of a
complex network and it reflects the local network structural
property. As shown in Fig. 4, the keyword which has a big
Degree means it is a dominant aspect of this web event. ND
of a keyword is formatted by its associated relations with
other keywords. It is another measurement dimension relative
to DF. Although a keyword does not have a big DF, it may
also be a dominant aspect if it has a big Degree. The bigger
the ND is, the more important this keyword is. However, ND
only reflects the local structural information of a keyword. It
cannot ‘see’ the entire network structure. It is just a measure
of relations surrounding a keyword. In the next subsection, we
will provide a way to measure the global structural information
of a keyword.
C. Strategy Three: Document Frequency & Power Law Contribution
Bianconi [33] think that the appearance of the powerlaw distribution of Degree reflects the tendency of social,
technological, and especially biological networks toward “ordering”. Further, Barabasi [34] even suggests that the powerlaw phenomenon can be viewed as the hidden pattern of
everything we do in our life. Since a web event is actually a
social activity, it should also have the trend toward “ordering”,
thereby satisfying the power-law distribution. So, a hypothesis
is proposed:
A web event will reach its final certainty status only when
its keywords’ weight distribution in KALN satisfies the“powerlaw distribution”.
For example, at the beginning of the web event Japan
earthquake, there are many subtopics canvassed by people.

Input: Keywords’ degrees in KALN
Output: PLC of a keyword P LCk
1: Obtain the straight fitting line of the Degree log-log curve,
Ax + By + C = 0;
2: Evaluate the fitting error err through Eq. (6);
3: Remove keyword k;
4: Obtain a new Degree log-log curve and its new straight
fitting line;
5: Evaluate the new fitting error errnew through Eq. (6);
6: P LCk = |err − errnew |.

As the time passes, however, there will be a limited number
of main subtopics which will emerge. These subtopics will
grab the most attention. The remaining subtopics will be less
frequently discussed.
According to this hypothesis, a new measurement different
from ND, named Power-Law-Contribution (PLC), is proposed
to measure the global structural information of a keyword. The
more a keyword contributes to the KALN’s degree power-law
distribution, the more important this keyword is. The procedure of measuring a keyword’s PLC is shown in Algorithm
1.
In the Algorithm 1, the Degree log-log curve is the curve
of data pairs < log(d), log(numd ) > where d is the value
of Node Degree and numd is the number of nodes with
Node Degree d in KALN. The Degree log-log curve [35] is
a classical method to evaluate the power-law distribution of
Node Degree. We first do the straight line (Ax+By+C = 0, x
denotes value of log(d) and y denotes the value of log(numd ))
fitting for the Degree log-log curve, then the fitting error is
evaluated as,
X |A log(d) + B log(numd ) + C|
√
err =
.
(6)
A2 + B 2
d
After removing a keyword k, the Degree log-log curve will
change due to the missing of keyword k. Then, we refit a straight line for Degree log-log curve, and re-evaluate
the fitting error, errnew . Finally, the PLC of keyword k is
P LCk = |err − errnew |.
Following this Algorithm 1, each keyword’s PLC can be
computed. Then, we can compute the final weight of keywords
as follows,
!
1
αj
γj
P
Ij =
+P
(7)
2
i∈S(KALN ) αi
i∈S(KALN ) γi
P
where γj is the PLC of keyword j and i∈S(KALN ) γi is the
summation of PLC of all keywords. The formula
of Eq. (7) is
P
used to make sure that pj is a probability ( pj = 1). The DF
and the PLC are set to have the same status in the Equation
here.
The aim of PLC is similar with Node Degree (ND), and the
keyword with a big ND tends to have a big PLC, too. But there
are significant differences between these two measurements
of network structural information. At the theoretical level,
the PLC, which considers the global network structure, is
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to increase the number of keyword in KALN (i.e., the value
of KALN entropy) one by one with the Keyword Weight in
descending order. Then, a series of entropy values of KALNs
with a different number of keywords is obtained and forms
a curve. The change between two points on the curve just
reflects the influence of the keyword at the second point of
the semantic uncertainty of this web event. The procedure is
described in Algorithm 2,
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Algorithm 2 Compute KALN entropy with a given keyword
Input: A keyword set, Sk assigning each keyword a weight
value, Ij , by Eq. (4), (5) or (7)
Output: The values of keywords’ influences to the KALN
entropy
1: Initial an empty KALN without keywords
2: while Sk is not empty do
3:
Select the keyword with maximum Ij from Sk to add
into KALN
4:
Remove this keyword from Sk
5:
Compute the entropy, Hi , of KALN by Eq. (3)
6: end while
7: Finally, we get < H0 , H1 , ..., Hn >.
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Fig. 5: The entropy values with the variation of the keyword set of
KALN with the first strategy. The new keyword is added into the
keyword set in the descending order of DF. The contribution of a
keyword to the semantic uncertainty is reflected by the change of
entropy value after a keyword is added into KALN. Top subfigure is
all the keywords, middle one is the core keyword set of the initial
keyword set and bottom one is the remaining part of the initial
keyword set. The x-axis is the keyword number and the y-axis is the
entropy value. (Web event: Japan earthquake, Date: Mar. 9, 2011)

from the node/keyword contribution of the KALN’s powerlaw distribution, but ND, which considers the local network
structure, is from the Degree of the node/keyword. At the
computational level, the PLC computation not only has a
relation with the Degree of the keyword, the Degrees of
neighbors are also considered. The keyword with a big Degree
does not definitely have big PLC, and vice versa.
D. Measurement of influence of each keyword to the KALN
entropy
After three different strategies of computing the weight of
keywords are introduced, we can utilize the Keyword Distribution Entropy, HKALN , to evaluate the influence of each
keyword to the KALN entropy (i.e., the semantic uncertainty
of web events). In order to do that, a procedure is designed

The advantage of this descending order is that the final
entropy value curve is relatively smooth and monotonously as
compared to a situation where keywords are randomly added.
The reason why we construct this series of entropies is that
the change of two consecutive entropy values in the series
can show the impact on the former KALN by adding a new
keyword. Apparently, the bigger the change is, the bigger
impact from adding a new keyword and the more powerful
this keyword can be in terms of characterizing this event at a
given time. This change reflects the influence of a keyword to
the semantic uncertainty of the web event. Indeed, the bigger
the change in terms of entropy values, the bigger the influence
of adding a new keyword. As shown in Fig. 5, the shape of the
entropy value curve, which is strictly ascending and ascending
rate continually becomes small, well matches the properties of
the keyword distribution entropy.
After the introduction of three ranking strategies (i.e., computation strategies of Keyword Weight) of keywords of a web
event, it would appear that different keywords have different
contributions to the KALN’s entropy and semantic uncertainty
of this web event. There is actually a hierarchical structure
underlying the web event. Our next task is to identify, discuss
and formally define it.
IV. S EMANTIC P YRAMID OF W EB E VENTS
This section is for Step 2 in Fig. 2, where three layers
of keywords are recognized from the flat keyword network.
We firstly analyze the hierarchical property of KALN through
the entropy value curve constructed in the previous section.
Then, the semantic pyramid of a web event is constructed and
discussed to express the hierarchical uncertainty of this web
event. How we utilize this pyramid will be given in the next
section.
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A. Hierarchical property of KALN
As discussed in Definition of Keyword Distribution Entropy,
there are two factors which influence the semantic uncertainty
of the KALN: the number of keywords and their ratios. In this
section, we assume the number of keywords is fixed and focus
on the second factor.
As the procedure of entropy computation discussed above,
the change of two points’ values on the entropy curve reflects
the importance degree of the latter keyword relative to the
former KALN. The bigger the curvature that a point has, the
smaller the contribution this keyword makes to the former
KALN and the more certain the former KALN is. One
explanation is that if the characteristic reflected by the new
added keyword has little impact on the semantic uncertainty of
a web event, this characteristic or this keyword can be ignored.
Then, the initial keyword set can be split into two parts.
After the splitting, it can be found that the same keyword
may have different impacts on the uncertainty of two different
parts. The reason for this phenomenon is that the KALN has
the hierarchical property of semantic uncertainty. The low
layer keywords with high semantic uncertainty may have a
big impact on the low layer KALN, but it has a small impact
on the high layer KALN with low semantic uncertainty at
the same time. For example, in the event Japan Earthquake,
the keyword earthquake belongs to high layer KALN and
the keyword evacuate belongs to a lower layer KALN. The
keyword evacuate has a big impact on the sub event Embassy
and Corporation Evacuation but has small impact on the
whole event Japan Earthquake.
In order to identify this hierarchical property of the semantic
uncertainty of KALN, the entropy value curve constructed in
the previous section is analyzed. Here, we use the curvature
of a point on the curve to denote the influence degree of the
keyword added at this point. In mathematics, curvature of a
plane curve reflects the bend sharpness of a curve. To the
entropy value curve, this means how much the addition of a
new keyword makes or contributes to the characterization of
an event. The bigger the curvature of a point is, the smaller
contribution that the keyword has added at this point to the
semantic uncertainty of the web event. The core keyword set
contributes more to the whole entropy value of the flat KALN
as compared to the remaining keyword set. This means that
the semantic uncertainty of a web event mainly depends on
the core keyword set. When people comprehend these core
semantics, they can understand the web event in general. A
detailed algorithm is introduced in [32].
B. Construct semantic pyramid
According to the different curvatures of points, the initial
keyword set can be divided into two parts with the boundary
of the average value of curvatures of all keywords. As shown
in Fig. 6, we can get a binary tree by dividing the keyword
set recursively, whereby the nodes are the different keyword
sets and the root node is the initial keyword set. In this tree,
the positions of different keyword sets reflect their different
semantic uncertainty levels. The higher the position of a
keyword set, the more certain it is. Every node’s left child

Fig. 6: The binary tree representation of a web event. The root of
this tree is the initial keyword set of a web event and the left child
of it is the core set of the root and the right child is the left set. The
marked three nodes in this tree are selected to construct the semantic
pyramid of the web event. The more upper the keyword set is, the
more this keyword set contributes to the semantic uncertainty of this
web event and the more likely it represents the main part of this web
event.

node contains the core keywords of this node and can well
characterize this node. Through this tree, we have a thorough
understanding about the semantic uncertainty of keywords
in KALN at this given time. Here, we just split the initial
keyword set into three layers, as shown in Fig. 7.
At first, we get two Split Points for division:
P
i∈SkKALN ϑi
ϑp1 =
KALN
PN
(8)
0
i∈SkKALN ϑi
ϑp2 =
N KALN 0
where SkKALN is the keyword set of KALN, N KALN is the
number of keywords in KALN, ϑp1 is the first Split Point and
the initial keyword set in KALN is split at this point. The
Theme keyword set is obtained from this splitting. And the
KALN is the remaining part, which is split at the second Split
Point. The Backbone keyword set and Tidbit keyword set are
formed through this splitting.
Then, we give each layer’s definition as follows,
Definition 4 (Theme Layer KALN, ΩI ): The theme layer
KALN is comprised of the keywords, which satisfy the
condition that ϑ is bigger than ϑp1 , and the association rules
between them. This layer network is the core of the flat KALN.
It expresses what this KALN or this event is referring to and
has less semantic variation over time.
This layer network is located at the top of the semantic
pyramid and contains the fewest keywords. However, it is these
keywords that reflect the core semantics of a web event and
have the biggest influence in terms of semantic uncertainty.
Over time, it will have the smallest change compared to the
other two layer networks, and the web event will have a large
evolution if this layer network experiences little change.
Definition 5 (Backbone Layer KALN, ΩII ): The backbone
layer KALN is comprised of keywords, which satisfy the
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TABLE I: COMPLEX NETWORK PARAMETERS OF THREE
LAYER NETWORKS ( WEB EVENT: ‘JAPAN EARTHQUAKE’,
DATE: Mar. 9, 2011, USING FIRST STRATEGY)
Parameters

Fig. 7: The mined Semantic Pyramid (SP) from the flat KALN. The
left part network is flat KALN. In the right part SP, three networks are
Theme Layer Network, Backbone Layer Network and Tidbit Layer
Network from top to bottom. (Web event: Japan earthquake, Date:
Mar. 9, 2011, Using first strategy)

condition that ϑ is smaller than ϑp2 and bigger than ϑp1 ,
and the association rules between them. This layer network
is the backbone of the flat KALN. It gives more detail than
the Theme Layer network and shows the main semantics of
this event. Over time, it will change more drastically than the
Theme Layer.
This layer network is located at the middle of the semantic
pyramid and it contains the medium number of keywords.
It may contain all the sub-events’ semantic uncertainty and
become the backbone of web events. Over time, it will have a
medium level of semantic change compared to the other two
layer networks.
Definition 6 (Tidbit Layer KALN, ΩIII ): The theme layer
KALN is comprised of keywords, which satisfy the condition
that ϑ is smaller than ϑp2 , and the association rules between
them. This layer network represents the tidbit of the flat
KALN. It gives detailed semantics of all aspects of this event
and is the most sensitive to time in the three layers.
This layer network is located at the bottom of the semantic
pyramid and contains the most keywords. It further details the
web events. As the time passes, it will experience the biggest
semantic change compared to the other two layer networks,
because it contributes the least to the semantic uncertainty of
a web event. Even if it had a big semantic change over time,
the web event would have little evolution.
Definition 7 (Semantic Pyramid of KALN, Λ): The Semantic
Pyramid, Λ, is consisted of ThemeLN, ΩI , BackboneLN, ΩII ,
and TidbitLN, ΩIII , each of which is a specific semantic level
of KALN.
* ΩI +
Λ=

ΩII

(9)

ΩIII
In our tests, we found that the numbers of keywords and
their association relations of each layer network are approximately one order smaller than the lower layers, as Table

KALN
Theme

Backbone

Tidbit

Number of nodes

12

48

584

Number of arcs

128

986

5346
0.016

Density

0.97

0.437

Average Degree

10.667

20.542

9.154

Clustering Coefficient

0.973

0.756

0.825

Mean Distance

1.03

1.661

3.325

Diameter

2

4
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I shows. Of course, it depends on the DF distribution of
keywords. However, the density remarkably decreases from
the top layer to the bottom layer. The removal of a small
number of keywords leads to a big decrease of arcs/relations
between keywords, which expresses the fact that different
keywords have different characters and that a small number
of them can lead to a big number of arcs/ relations. This
big density in the higher layer reflects the fact that certain
keywords of a web event tend to connect with each other and
vice versa. The diameter and the mean distance of the Theme
layer network are 2 and 1.03. This means the distance between
two nodes/keywords is smaller than 2. It is close to a complete
graph and the addition of a new keyword almost needs to link
to every node/keyword of the old network. This condition
is so ‘rigid’ that the theme layer KALN’s structure is the
most semantic certain. During the evolving process, this rigid
condition will make the change of this layer very difficult. So
this layer KALN reflects certain semantics. But, if the change
does happen, it will lead to a big change in the semantic
uncertainty of a web event. By contrast, the density and the
diameter of Tidbit Layer KALN are 0.016 and 8 respectively,
which means this layer network is a sparse network. It is not
sensitive to losing a node or adding a new node/keyword. So
this layer KALN reflects semantic uncertainty. This means the
missing or incoming nodes in this layer will not lead to big
changes in the semantic uncertainty of a web event.
So far, we have a deep understanding of a semantic uncertainty of a KALN by constructing the Semantic Pyramid composed of three layer networks. Meanwhile, through recursively
splitting the core set of initial keywords and terminating them
at a desired position, the most characteristic keywords can be
identified by our method. In the experiments, we will certify
if the semantic uncertainty of each layer of Semantic Pyramid
satisfies our assumption: The higher the layer is, the more
certain it is. Next, we will show what this semantic pyramid
can do.
V. S EMANTIC P YRAMID - BASED W EBPAGE
R ECOMMENDATION
This section corresponds to Step 3 in Fig. 2, where the
recognized hierarchial keyword network is applied for webpage recommendations. For a user who wants to follow a
web event, it will be impossible to read all the related
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where U (w) is the uncertainty of a webpage w and ki ∈
ΩIII ∩ w denote the keywords, ki , both in TidbitLN, ΩIII ,
and webpage, w. After ranking by U (w), the top N webpages
are selected as recommendations for users.
C. The directional webpages recommendation based on Tidbit
level KALN

Fig. 8: The main page of Google News. There are a number of
web events with hyperlinks to the recommended webpages. These
webpages are the most representative and should express the main
content of each web event well.

webpages about this web event owing to the huge number
of webpages emerging each day. Fortunately in this paper, a
semantic pyramid has been constructed from these webpages
to represent and organize all the semantics of a web event on a
given time. It can be viewed as a mental structure constructed
after the reading of all the webpages by a human. Here, we
automatically complete this task and then assist people by
this semantic pyramid. In this section, we propose three kinds
of requirements of users and corresponding recommendation
algorithms based on our semantic pyramid.
A. The most certain webpages recommendation based on
Theme level KALN
For a user who just starts to focus on a web event, the most
certain webpages will enable them in order to quickly grasp the
main semantics of this web event. For a website, like Google
News, which aims to show the main content of each web event
with limited webpages, the most certain webpages can best
represent a web event, as shown in Fig. 8. For our semantic
pyramid, this means the webpages contain the keywords in the
Theme level KALN. A criteria is proposed for a webpage,
P
Ii
I
C(w) = Pki ∈Ω ∩w
(10)
I
ki ∈Λ∩w i
where C(w) is the certainty of a webpage w and ki ∈ ΩI ∩ w
denote the keywords, ki , both in ThemeLN, ΩI , and webpage,
w. After ranking by C(w), the top N webpages are selected
as recommendations for users or websites.
B. The most uncertain webpages recommendation based on
Backbone level KALN
For the continuously updated web events, the users who
have been following these web events just want to know
the information that is more uncertain and which has a
large potential to cause the evolutions of web events. For
our semantic pyramid, this means the webpages contain the
keywords in the Tidbit level KALN. A criteria is proposed for
a webpage,
P
ki ∈ΩIII ∩w Ii
(11)
U (w) = P
ki ∈Λ∩w Ii

Some users just want to know a specific aspect about a
web event, and the correlated webpages should be carefully
selected to recommend to them. Normally, this specific aspect
is in the second or third level KALN of semantic pyramid. It is
more likely to search for webpages in all the web event data.
The traditional search method by existing search engines using
the web event name and the specific keywords has a problem:
the returned webpage with other ‘noisy’ keywords may not
focus on the desired aspect about this web event. In order
to do the directional webpages recommendation, a criteria is
proposed for a webpage,
P
wk
 ki ∈w∩K i
 (12)
D(w) =
X
X

ρn · Ii 
n=I,IIandIII

ki ∈K
/
and ki ∈Ωn ∩w

where D(w) is the
Pcorrelation of a webpage w to the desired
keyword set, K, ki ∈w∩K wki denotes the matching degree
of w to K, ki , and the denominator is for removing the
undesired information from w. ρn are the coefficients of three
levels in [0, 1].
The whole equation aims to make the candidate webpage
more focused on the desired information. The more a webpage
is matched to the desired information, the better the webpage
is. At the same time, the less other keywords a webpage
contains, the better the webpage is. However, the ‘noisy’
keywords in different levels should be differentiated. This is
because the desired information about a web event is more
likely in the third level of a semantic pyramid. If the noisy
keywords are also in the third level, the content of this
webpage may be away from the desired information. So, the
ρ3 will be big and set as 1. By contrast, if the noisy keywords
in the first level, the influence of them will be small. The ρ1
is set 0.2 and ρ2 is set 0.5 in this paper.
VI. E XPERIMENT AND E VALUATION
A. Data preparation
We introduce the datasets used in this paper:
1) Dateset 1 It is the webpages of web event Japan
earthquake (in 2011) from Mar. 9, 2011 to Apr. 20,
2011. The number of webpages is 6,884. All these
webpages are collected from search engines, including
www.Google.com.hk and www.Baidu.com2 , regardless of
the sources of these webpages.
2) Dateset 2 It is also the webpages of web event Japan
earthquake (in 2011) from Mar. 9, 2011 to Apr. 20,
2011, but these webpages are collected using the source
(i.e., news websites, blogs, forums) interface provided by
2 http://www.baidu.com

is the biggest search engine in China.
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www.Google.com.hk. The numbers are 3,059 (from news
websites), 4,533 (from blogs) and 3,535 (from forums).
3) Dateset 3 It is a collection of web events. There
are 50 hot web events in China collected through the
source (i.e., news websites, blogs, forums) interface of
www.Google.com.hk. The average length of these web
events is 30 days, and the total number of webpages is
202,673.
B. Evaluation of the semantic uncertainty of each layer in
KALN
The generated three layers KALN represent the different
semantic uncertainty levels of a web event at a given time.
Here, the experiment is conducted to evaluate the semantic
uncertainty of each layer. If the keywords in a layer will always
stay in this layer over time, this layer KALN can be viewed as
containing stable semantics and a high certainty. Based on this
evaluation metric, the four correlation coefficients are given as:
coco 1 the frequency of a keyword at current time stamp
vs. the frequency of this keyword after current time.
The meaning of this parameter is the possibility of a
keyword still showing up in the future if it appears
at the current time stamp;
coco 2 the document frequency of a keyword at current
time stamp vs. the sum of document frequency of
this keyword after current time. The meaning of this
parameter is the possibility of a keyword still having
big document frequency in the future if it has big
document frequency at the current time stamp;
coco 3 the frequency of a keyword before current time stamp
vs. the frequency of this keyword after current time.
The meaning of this parameter is the possibility of a
keyword still showing up in the future if it appears
before the current time stamp;
coco 4 the document frequency of a keyword before current
time stamp vs. the sum of document frequency of
this keyword after current time. The meaning of this
parameter the possibility of a keyword still having
big document frequency in the future if it has big
document frequency before the current time stamp.
If the semantics of a layer of KALN is certain, it will not
change too much as time goes and then these four correlation
coefficients will tend to be large. The differences of four
correlation coefficients are: 1) coco1 and coco3 just considers
the frequencies of the keywords, but coco2 and coco4 consider
the weight of keywords. To be specific, the keywords with
different weights will make different contributions to the coco2
and coco4, so this difference will make coco2 and coco4 more
reasonable and relatively larger than coco1 and coco3; 2) the
coco3 and coco4 compare two periods of time of the entire
time span split by the given time, but coco1 and coco2 only
compare the current time stamp with the time duration from
next time stamp to the end. This difference will make the
coco1 and coco2 more random and relatively larger comparing
with coco3 and coco4.

Apparently, the bigger correlation coefficients that a layer
has, the more certain is the layers of the semantics. Here, the
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient is selected to compute the
four correlation coefficients as,


PN
Yi − Y
i=1 Xi − X
qP
(13)
rXY = qP
N
N
2
2
(X
−
X)
(Y
−
Y
)
i
i
i=1
i=1
Then, these four correlation coefficients are computed on the
three layers of the KALN respectively, which are conducted
on three kinds of sources (the DF strategy) using Dataset 2, as
shown in Fig. 9. Except the single web event example in Fig.
9, the results on more web events of Dataset 3 are summarized
in Table II. In each cell of Table II, the average of cocos from
50 web events in the specific source and layer is given.
Based on these results, it can be confirmed that the ThemeLN’s semantics are the most certain, the TidbitLN’s semantics
are least certain and BackboneLN’s semantics are median.
Comparing the results of different sources in Fig. 9, the
blog is the most semantic certain and the news is the most
semantic uncertain. Compared to the news, the blogs are
written by people after considered thought. By contrast, the
news webpages are more quick, direct and diverse and are
published by journalists for the purposes of attracting more
readers. There will be more keywords to be added in the
keyword set of web events in news. So it would be more
likely that the difference between the keyword sets of news
at different time stamps is bigger than the one of blog. This
finally leads to the curves of correlation coefficients of news
which fluctuate more significantly than blog. The forums have
relatively similar behavior to be news. Meanwhile, the coco2
and coco4 are bigger than coco1 and coco3 respectively. The
reason is that the coco2 and coco4 consider the former period
of time before a time stamp, while the coco1 and coco3 only
focus on a single time stamp. However, it does not mean that
coco1 and coco3 are inaccurate and useless. They are just a
local view relative to the global view of coco2 and coco4. And
the results show that they have the same trends with each other.
Interestingly, the curves in Fig. 9 tend to be high in the middle
area. This is due to their definitions. In their definitions, the
comparisons are ‘current vs. future’ (coco1 and coco2) and
‘before vs. future’ (coco3 and coco4). So the values of them
are relative to the current point, especially coco3 and coco4.
At the different sections of time-axis, the keywords sets of
‘before’ will be different. For example, at the start point, the
keyword set of ‘before’ is null and the keyword set of ‘future’
is universal set. At the end point, the keyword set of ‘before’
is universal set but the keyword set of ‘future’ is null. As for
the curves, this will lead to being relatively big in the middle
and small at the ends of the curves. But it does not impact the
comparison of different layer networks and different sources.
C. Correlations of Three Strategies
As proposed in Section 4, three keyword ranking strategies
consider different properties of keywords, which can define
the weights of keywords from the statistical and structural of
KALN. However, if the ranking results of the three strategies
are the same, two of them will be meaningless. We therefore
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Fig. 9: Four correlation coefficients of three layers KALN, including ThemeLN, BackboneLN and TidbitLN. It can be found that four
evaluation metrics have relatively similar trends. The variation range of the ThemeLN is the smallest in these three layers. The TidbitLN’s
variation range is the biggest. This suggests that ThemeLN’s semantics is the most stable one, TidbitLN’s semantics is the most unstable
one and BackboneLN’s semantics is the medium one. In the evolution process, the different layer networks show different behaviors. These
results satisfy the definitions. (Web event: Japan earthquake. Source: News. Start Time: Mar. 9, 2011. End Time: Apr. 20, 2011, Using first
Strategy)
TABLE II: FOUR CORRELATION OF THREE LAYERS KALN. (WEB EVENT NUMBER : 50, AVERAGE LENGTH : 30 DAYS,
WEBPAGES NUMBER : 202,673, USING FIRST STRATEGY)
Sources
Layers
COCO1
COCO2
COCO3
COCO4

ThemeLN
0.47
0.71
0.54
0.80

news
BackboneLN
0.53
0.65
0.59
0.74

TidbitLN
0.13
0.20
0.53
0.54

ThemeLN
0.92
0.97
0.79
0.9

TABLE III: CORRELATION OF THREE KEYWORD RANKING
STRATEGIES. S1 IS STRATEGY I; S2 IS STRATEGY II; S3
IS STRATEGY III (WEB EVENT NUMBER : 50, AVERAGE
LENGTH : 30 DAYS, WEBPAGES NUMBER : 202,673)
news

blog

forum

CO(S1,S2)

0.301889395

0.240520556

0.260074409

CO(S1,S3)

0.258960083

0.28971901

0.289943821

CO(S2,S3)

0.181041884

0.193622537

0.189510145

need to evaluate the correlations between them to know how
different they are. Dataset 3 is used. The KALN of each time

blog
BackboneLN
0.55
0.68
0.63
0.85

TidbitLN
0.35
0.4
0.6
0.62

ThemeLN
0.7
0.92
0.81
0.85

forum
BackboneLN
0.48
0.72
0.61
0.81

TidbitLN
0.35
0.40
0.67
0.71

point of each event is ranked by the three strategies. And then
the average of all correlations of the three rankings at all the
time points is computed. As Table III shown, the correlations
from different sources are relatively small, which means three
strategies have weak correlation. This result indicates that the
three strategies have their own meanings and grasp different
aspects of a web event.
D. Comparing Three Strategies in the Semantic Uncertainty
of Web Events
Different strategies can form different Semantic Pyramids.
In order to compare the performances of three strategies, an
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TABLE VI: THE MINED SEMANTIC PYRAMID OF FIVE DAYS
CORRESPONDING TO THE CHRONICLE OF LIBYA WAR FORM THE SIMPLIFIED CHINESE WEB ENVIRONMENT

E. Case study on the Japan Earthquake in 2011
In order to show the constructed semantic pyramid for web
events, certain important days are selected to build the semantic pyramid for comparison with the important things that
happened in those days. So, the chronicle of Japan Earthquake
is listed in Table IV and the hierarchical semantic uncertainty
analysis results which are generated by our methods are shown
in Table V and Table VI. The keyword numbers of different
layers in Table V are consistent with the analysis of Table
2 and the different layer networks of these days are shown

04.07.2011 h-KALN

evaluation metric is introduced according to the definitions of
three layers KALN and their uncertainty properties.
Definition 8 (Performance of Strategy, `): The main idea
is that if the semantic pyramid of KALN is formed, the
change of upper layer KALN should be smaller than the
layer KALN below and between two consecutive time points.
The bigger difference between changes of each pair of layers,
the better the corresponding strategy. The strategy, which can
best maintain the corresponding property of each layer of
the semantic pyramid, is the best one. This metric can be
formalized as,


P
P
leveli
1
1
X
C
t
,t
 |ST | PTi ∈ST |ST ,t | Pti ∈ST ,t i−1 i 
`=
levelj
1
1
leveli <levelj
Ti ∈ST |ST ,t |
ti ∈ST ,t Cti−1 ,ti
|ST |
(14)
where ` is the performance of a strategy, ST is the set of
web events and ST,t is the set of time points of a web event.
i
Ctlevel
is the change of leveli KALN of a web event between
i−1 ,ti
ti−1 and ti .
The result on Dataset 2 is shown in Fig. 10. The performance of strategy III outweighs the other two strategies in
mining the semantic pyramid. This means the final semantic
pyramid is more rationally mined by this strategy than others.
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Fig. 10: Performance comparisons of three strategies on different
sources, including news, blog and forum. S1,S2 and S3 stand for
Strategy I, Strategy II and Strategy III, respectively. In all the sources
(news, blog and forum), the Strategy III out weighs the other two
strategies. (web event number: 50, average length: 30 days, webpage
number: 202,673)

03.21.2011 h-KALN

03.15.2011 h-KALN

03.11.2011

Date Keywords of Theme LN Keywords of Backbone LN Keywords of Tidbit LN
Japan
time
influence
Richter
forecast
loss
earthquake occur
Pacific
centre
aftershock
rescue
tsunami
Tokyo
atmosphere
cause
appear
arrive
revocation
China
maritime
locate
attention
city
epicenter
trigger
hypocenter
district
global
houses

in Table VI, which have ignored the isolated nodes. Through
these figures, we can directly see the different properties of
each layer of the networks. Since space is limited, only 10
keywords of each layer KALN are listed in Table VI to reflect
the three level semantics of the web event.
Upper discussion is for certifying that the semantic uncertainty of each layer of the semantic pyramid satisfies our
former work. In order to show its usage, a simple demo is
given below to show its possible application.
Based on the constructed semantic pyramid, a simple web
service demo is built to show its different semantic uncertainty
and function to help people to understand a web event.
Some screenshots are listed at the end of this paper, in
Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The web address is
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TABLE IV: THE CHRONICLE OF THE JAPAN EARTHQUAKE (FROM WEBSITES, BLOGS, FORUMS)
Time point (day)

Some important things happened in that day

Mar. 11 2011

A massive 8.9-magnitude quake hit northeast Japan on Friday, causing dozens of deaths, more than 80 fires, and a 10-meter (33-ft)
tsunami along parts of the country’s coastline; Cars, ships and buildings were swept away by a wall of water after the 8.9-magnitude
tremor, which struck about 400km (250 miles) north-east of Tokyo.

Mar.15 2011

Dangerous levels of radiation leak from the Fukushima plant after a third explosion, believed to be in the number 2 reactor, and a
fire, rock the complex. In a televised statement after the blast, prime minister Kan urges those within 19 miles of the area to stay
indoors.

Mar. 21 2011

Results shared with the IAEA from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) in Japan showed
that only six out of the 46 samples exhibited any radioactive iodine. However, concentration was reported to be below levels allowed
by the Japanese food hygiene law for emergency monitoring criteria for drinking water.

Apr. 07 2011

Japan’s northeastern coast, a magnitude 7.1 earthquake occurs, at least two deaths. Tokyo Electric Power Company injects Nitrogen
to the No. 1 reactor containment to prevent hydrogen explosion.

TABLE V: THE EXPERIMENT RESULT OF FIVE DAYS CORRESPONDING TO THE CHRONICLE OF LIBYA WAR

Mar. 11 2011

Total
Keyword Number
1197

Keyword Number of
ThemeLN
15

Keyword Number of
BackboneLN
74

Keyword Number of
TidbitLN
1108

Mar. 15 2011

1171

16

81

1074

Mar. 21 2011

989

13

50

926

Apr. 07 2011

848

12

67

769

Time point (day)

http://iic.shu.edu.cn:20/webevent 3 . There are two dimensions
on the screen. The vertical one is to control the semantic level
and the horizontal one is to control the time stamp. The higher
level is the most certain part of this web event. The lowest level
is the most uncertain part of this web event. The nodes have
been selected by humans at each level, because all the nodes
cannot be shown in the screen, especially the third level (TidbitLN) in which there are around 1000 nodes. Furthermore,
there is no need to exhibit all the keywords, because they will
only confuse people rather than enlighten them. So, at the
second and third levels, we select a limited number of nodes
from the corresponding layer KALN to show the semantic
uncertainty of those levels and to assist people to understand
the semantic uncertainty of a web event. The analyzed web
event in this web service is Japan Earthquake, from Mar. 9,
2011 to Mar. 29, 2011. With the help of this demo, people
can form a general and hierarchical to understand about this
web event by altering the date and the level of network. The
automatically mined semantic pyramid is the skeleton of this
web event at a given time, which traditionally can only be
obtained by reading and summarizing all the webpages at
this time. For the people who just want to know the general
information of this web event, the ThemeLN’s semantics are
enough. If they want to know more about it, the BackboneLN’s
semantics will be more appropriate. If someone cares about the
detail of this event, they can go to the TidbitLN’s semantics
which contains more detailed semantics about it. From this
demo, we can see that the certain part of a web event will not
change drastically over time and vice versa.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
A web event has different levels of semantic uncertainty. If
we know about these levels, we can provide different levels
3 Please make sure the web browser can access on port 20 (IE web browser
is recommended).

Fig. 11: The mined Semantic Pyramid of web event on ThemeLN
(event: Japan earthquake). This level is the most stable one and will
not change much with time (slider bar of time at the bottom of figure).

Fig. 12: The mined Semantic Pyramid of web event on BackboneLN
(event: Japan earthquake). This level is the medium one.

of information to people with different requirements. In this
paper, we have proposed a content-based web event representation (KALN) for preserving the semantics of web events as
much as possible. As opposed to the traditional representation
methods, the KALN has considered not only the keywords of
web events, but also the more important association relations
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Fig. 13: The mined Semantic Pyramid of web event on TidbitLN
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will change much with time (slider bar of time at the bottom of
figure).

Fig. 14: Semantic Pyramid-based webpage recommendation example.
If users click on the WEBPAGE label, the corresponding webpage
will be given.
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